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REGRESSION METAMODELS FOR SIMULATION WITH 

COMMON RANDOM NUMBERS: COMPARISON OF 


VALIDATION TESTS AND CONFIDENCE INTERVALS * 

JACK P. C. KLEIJNEN 

De~~artmentof Information Systems and Auditing, School of  Bzlsiness and Economics, 
Katholieke Uni~:er.siteit Brabant (Ti1bur.g L'niversity), 5000 LE Tilbz~rg,Aretherlands 

Linear regression analysis is important in many fields. In the analysis of simulation results. a 
regression (rneta)model can be applied, ehen when comtnon pseudorandotn numbers are used. 
To  test the validity of the specified regression model, Rao (1959) generalized the F statistic for 
lack of fit, whereas Kleijnen (1983) proposed a cross-validation procedure using a Student's t 
statistic combined with Bonferroni's inequality. This paper reports on an extensive Monte Carlo 
experiment designed to compare these two methods. Under the normality assumption, cross- 
halidation is conservative, whereas Rao's test realizes its nominal type 1 error and has high power. 
Robustness is investigated through lognortnal and uniform distributions. When simulation re- 
sponses are distributed lognortnally, then cross-validation using Ordinary Least Squares is the 
only technique that has acceptable type I error. Uniform distributions give results similar to the 
normal case. Once the regression model is halidated, confidence interhals for the individual regres- 
sion parameters are computed. The Monte Carlo experiment compares several confidence interval 
procedures. Under normality, Rao's procedure is preferred since it has good coverage probability 
and acceptable half-length. Under lognorrnality, Ordinary Least Squares achieves nominal coverage 
probability. Uniform distributions again gihe results similar to the normal case. 
(COMMON SEEDS; METAMODELING; SPECIFICATION ERROR: HOTELLING'S STA- 
TISTIC: EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN) 

1. Introduction 

Regression models are often applied by management scientists to analyze simulation 
data as well as real-world data. It is well recognized that the data of a simulation experiment 
can indeed be analyzed through a regression model that serves as a metamodel (see 
Kleijnen 1987, p. 241 ) .  If the simulation uses common random numbers, then its re- 
sponses at different design points become correlated. and the regression analysis should 
account for this statistical dependency. This paper compares several statistical techniques 
for such an analysis and extends the work of Kleijnen ( 1983, 1988). 

The paper is organized as follows. $2 presents a linear regression model and its appli- 
cation in simulation, either with or without common pseudorandom numbers. 53 discusses 
two tests for validating the regression model. namely Rao's ( 1959) generalized Ftest for 
lack of fit and Kleijnen's ( 1983) cross-validation procedure using the t statistic and Bon- 
ferroni's inequality. This section also includes confidence intervals for individual regression 
parameters. $4 examines the statistical design of an extensive Monte Carlo experiment 
for the evaluation of these procedures. 55 presents the results of the Monte Carlo exper- 
iment. These include type I and type I1 errors of the validation tests, besides coverage 
probabilities and mean half-lengths of confidence intervals. 56 gives conclusions. 

2. Regression Models and Simulation 

Consider the well-known linear regression model 

* Accepted by Jatnes R. Wilson: received July 15. 1988. This paper has been with the author 22; months 
for 4 rehisiors. 
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1165 REGRESSION METAMODELS FOR SIMULATION 

with y = (I) , ,. . . . y,,  . . . , J ~ ~ , ) ' ,= (x,,)where i = 1, . . . , n and J = 1 ,  . . . , Q, and /3X 
= ( P i .  . . . , Pi. . . . , Pa)'. We assume a model with additive errors e = ( e l , . . . , e,,  . . . , 
ell) ': 

We further assume that e is n-variate normally (:1;,)distributed: 

e - :l;,[O,,. cov ( e ) ] .  (2 .3)  

The covariance matrix cov (y )  equals cov ( e )  because of (2.2).  and is assumed to be 
nonsingular. We do not assume that cov (y )  has a specific pattern such as the Schruben 
and Margolin correlation structure: see Schruben and Margolin ( 1978). Nozari et al. 
( 1987, p. 138), and Tew and Wilson ( 1992). When this model is applied to sir?zlllafion 
data, we call (2.1 ) a metamodel as the regression equation is a model of the input/ output 
behavior of the simulation computer program. Note that in (2.3),  cov ( e )  is non- 
diagonal when common seeds are used in the pseudorandom number generator (see 
Kleijnen 1988). 

We consider experime~ztal deszgrz situations only; that is, the matrix of independent 
variables X in (2.1 ) is determined by an experimental design. In other words, X is not 
passively observed but it is actively fixed by the simulation analyst. So if there are 1c 2 1 
factors in the simulation experiment, then D = (dl),) with i = 1. . . . . n and h = 1.  . . . , 
Ic denotes the set of n combinations of k factors that are actually simulated. X may consist 
of D augmented with ( i )  a column of n ones that corresponds to the overall mean, (ii)  
a set of k (k  - 1 ) / 2  columns that correspond to the two-factor interactions, and (iii) a 
set of Ic columns for the quadratic effects (we shall give more specific examples in equation 
(4.7)) .  Moreover. the analyst may use transformations of the original factors. such as 
the logarithmic transformation x,,, = log (dIi,). Bettonvil and Kleijnen ( 1990) prove that 
in sensitivity analysis the independent variables should be centered and scaled so that 
-1 Ix,, I1. The number of factors k determines the number of effects in the regression 
metamodel Q since Q 2 Ic; the exact relationship between Ic and Q depends on the form 
of the metamodel. Experimental designs will be further discussed in $4. In well-designed 
experiments specific factor combinations are replicated. So there are m, 2 2 observations 
of row i of X: this row is denoted by xi = ( x , , ,  . . . , x,, This row might be . . . , x , ~ )  
repeated 172, times in X. but Kleijnen (1987, p. 195) proves that for the least squares 
estimation of p it suffices to observe the average J of these nz, responses and to define X 
as an rz X Q matrix rather than a ( C :'=, rn, ) X Q matrix: see (2.1 ) .  

So combination i of the Ic simulation parameters is run m, times ( a  terminating sim- 
ulation is repeated with mi independent pseudorandom number streams; in nontermi- 
nating or steady-state simulations m, renewal cycles or subruns may be obtained; see 
Kleijnen 1987, pp. 8-10, 63-83). The analyst might specify that each combination i has 
its own mi value. However. for simplicity's sake we assume that if the analyst wants to 
apply common seeds, then all combinations are replicated an equal number of times: 
mi = m. So the first replication of each of the rz factor combinations uses seed #I .  the 
second replication uses seed #2, . . . . the final replication uses seed #m (for simplicity of 
presentation we assume a single seed per run); see Table 1 where all responses within a 
specific column use the same seed. 

Outside a simulation context. Rao ( 1959) assumes m ~rzdependerzt observations on the 
rz-wriate vector y .  His assumption agrees with Table 1. which implies m independent 
seeds. This yields the following unbiased estimators of a,),= cov (y,, , yi,,) :  

A z ; . ' ~ , ( y , l - Y ; ) ( y / l r - J i l )  
a,/i= ( i .  h = 1 , .  . . , n) ( m  2 2 ) ,  (2.4)

m - 1 
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TABLE 1 

Regrersioii Doiii 

Combination i Responses y,, 

(Effects: BI . . - .do) (seed 1 ) .  . .(seed r) . - .(seed 177) 


.XI1 . . .XI,. . ' X I @  

.x2 , .  . '"2,. . ' X ~ Q  

x, . * .,Y,, . . . .Y,@ 

x,,, - .s,,. . '.Y,Q 

with the averages 2 = Ci'?,y, , /m;  obviously a,,is identical to af. Matrix notation with 
A 
cov ( 1 ) = (Gill),Y = (j3,,)and Y = (L;)gi\es 

A 
cov (y )  = (YY' - yy 'm) / (m - 1)  

A
Dykstra ( 1970) proves that cov ( y )  is singular if in _i n .  Nee15 ( 1966) shows that (2.4) 
gives better numerical accuracy than (2.5) does. 

There are two well-known p o ~ n t  estimators for the regression parameters P ,  namely 
the Orclina~J - Least Syziarer or OLS est~mator 

~vhichassumes rz r Q. and rank(X) = Q. and the Estirnafetl Gencrallzed Lcast Sqztares 
or EGLS estimator 

A
Dykstra ( 1970) proves that if cov ( y )  is of full rank, then the estimator cov (y ), which 
is used in (2.7),  is positive definite with probability one if and only if n1 > n .  The 
estimated covariance matrix of the OLS estiillator for B is 

The properties of EGLS are not so well known. If co+( y )  were known, then Generalized 
Least Squares (GLS) would result: its forn?ula is given by the right-hand side of (2.7) 
with carets removed. GLS has well-known properties. In simulation practice, however, 
cov ( y )  is estimated by (2.4),  which leads to the r7onlinear estimator (2.7).  This estimator 
is not easil) analyzed. Van der Genugten ( 1983) gives the technical conditions under 
which EGLS and GLS have the same asynzptotic behahior. Inspired by these asymptotic 
results. we define the esti~llator 

and use Monte Carlo experinlentation to examine the behavior of this estimator for 
"small" sample sizes 17.1. We f ~ ~ r t h e r  observe that the followitlg relation holds: 

A A -
which means that in (2.7) cov (y )  may be replaced by cov (y )  

3. Validation and Confidence Interval Procedures: Rao (1959) versus Kleijnen (1983) 

To test if the specified regression model is a valid metamodel, two different statistical 
techniques can be applied, one proposed by Rao ( 1959) and one by Kleijnen ( 1983). 
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3.1. Rao's Lack of Fit Test 

We translate Rao's symbols into the notation of the preceding section, and assume 
A 

that n > Q = rank(X) and m > n (>n  - Q )  so that cov ( y )  is nonsingular. This leads 
to the F statistic (which is closely related to Hotelling's statistic) 

with constant c = ( m  - r~ + Q) /  { ( n  - Q)(m - 1 ) )  and estimated residuals i = (y  

- ~ f i  ( j )  follows from (2.10) (also see Anderson 1984, p. 163 and The matrix c% 
Arnold 1981, p. 319). 

We interpret this equation as follows. The F statistic of (3.1 ) is a generalization of the 
F test for lack of fit in the classic experimental design literature, which assumes cov (3;) 
= 0'1 (this condition is met in some cases investigated in the Monte Carlo experiment 
of the next section). The classic F test compares the estimated residuals (reflecting lack 
of fit) to the pure estimated noise G2: 

withu = ( y  - X ~ ) , C "= m / ( n  - Q).  and 

So the well-known Sum of Squared Residuals (SSR) equals u'u, and the Mean Squared 
Residuals (MSR) equals SSR/(rz - Q) .  Since each 2: is based on m - 1 degrees of 
freedom and these n estimators are pooled in (3.3),  the denominator of F has degrees 
of freedom n ( m  - 1 ) (also see Kleijnen 1987, pp. 229-231 ) .  Suppose, however, that the 
variances are not constant so the classic assumptions do not hold. Then (3.1 ) yields F 
= c C ( e, / G,)*: that is, a residual is weighted down if the corresponding estimated variance 
is high. If the residuals are correlated-as the! are indeed in simulation with common 
seeds-then the interpretation becomes too difficult. 

Whatever the covariance matrix looks like, a perfect fit ( j  = xB) implies F = 0, so 
the specified model is not rejected. Also, for m f cc both (3.1 ) and (3.2)  converge in 
distribution to ~ : - ~ / ( n  - Q )  if the postulated metamodel is correct. If we knew that the 
OLS assumptions hold. then we would prefer the F statistic of (3.2) over (3.1 ) since the 
former has more power: r~ ( r~z  - 1 ) > ng - r~ + Q .  A technical condition for both F tests 
is that n > Q. 

3.2. Klel]?zen's Cross- T'alidation Test 

Kleijnen ( 1983) proposes an alternative approach, which we will call predictive vali- 
dation. This procedure estimates /3 from one set of simulation data; it uses this estimate 
to predict the simulation output for a second set of input combinations; it then compares 
the forecasts to the observed simulation outputs. Cross-validation is a refinement that 
obtains as many inputs for prediction as possible. (Actually it is a technique discovered 
by several authors independently, and it is known under several names. For example, in 
"outlier" analysis there is a "regression diagnostic" tool called PRESS: see Atkin- 
son 1985.) 

Cro.rs-valiclutior~ starts from the original simulation data, and deletes one factor com- 
A 

bination i; that is. in Table 1 it drops x:, p,,and both row i and column i of cov ( y ) .  It 
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A 
estimates p from the remaining n - 1 combinations X-, ,  y-, and cov ( y - , ) .  This assumes 
n > Q, since otherwise X-,  would be collinear. The resulting estimator for /3 is denoted 
by 6-,when OLS is used; it is denoted by B-, for EGLS. These estimators yield predictors 
j ,  for the deleted factor combination, namely j ,  (6-,)= x:6-,  for OLS and j ,  (6- ,)  
= x:6- ,  for EGLS. A predictor j ,  jields a prediction error j ,  - 2.To standardize this 

A 
error the prediction error is divided by its estimated standard deviation {var ( j ,  
- fi)) I/'. Assume for a moment that the simulation responses y, are independent (no  
common seeds). Then the & are independent of the 5,( j ,depends on 6,through either 
6-,or B- , ) .  For OLS we then use the estimator 

A A A A 
var (j,- fi) = var ( j , )+ var ( j , )= xi cov ( 6 - , ) x i  + Gf / m ,  ( 3 . 4 )  

where G 2  was given in ( 2 . 4 ) ,and ( 2 . 8 )gives 

A - A 
cov ( B P I )= ( X  ' i X - i ) - ' X  Li cov ( y - , ) X - , ( X ' , X - , ) - ' l m .  ( 3 . 5 )  

A 
For EGLS we replace cov (6-,)in ( 3 . 4 )by the analogue of ( 2 . 9 )yielding 

A A 
cov ( B p i )= ( X  I / [ C O V  ( Y - , ) ] - l X - i ) - ' / m .  ( 3 . 6 )  

We use these equations to compute the standardized prediction error 

4,)= 
$1 - y, ( i  = 1, . . . , n ) .  ( 3 . 7 ){G( j ,- j , ) }I/' 

The standardized prediction errors in cross-validation would have a Student distribution 
with r~ - Q degrees of freedom if the "classic econometric" assumptions would hold. 
Some of these assumptions are: the responses y have constant variance a2,and there are 
no replications (m,  = 1 ) .  Then a' is estimated from the residuals, which explains the 
degrees of freedom n - Q. Moreover, the responses should be independently and normally 
distributed (see Atkinson 1985, p. 2 2 ) .  In our situation, however, the variances are 
estimated from m replications. Had the variances been constant, then pooling as in ( 3 . 3 )  
would yield r?(m- 1 ) degrees of freedom. Actually we assume that the variances are 
different, and that each variance is estimated with m - 1 degrees of freedom. We cannot 
prove that ( 3 . 7 ) equals a Student statistic, let alone that we know the correct degrees of 
freedom, say, G. We hypothesize that G equals m - 1 ,  which can be justified as follows. 
Scheff6 ( 1970. p. 1502) proposes taking G = min ( m ,  - 1 ) when deriving a confidence 
interval for the difference between the means of two normal distributions with differ- 
ent variances ( i  = 1, 2 ) :  this is the Behrens-Fisher problem. By analogy we take G 
= min (m,  - 1 ) = m - 1 ( i  = 1 ,  . . . , n ) .  We use a Monte Carlo experiment to study 
the behavior of the cross-validation test. assuming that t ( , ,in ( 3 . 7 ) is a Student statistic 
with m - 1 degrees of freedom. 

Now we drop the assumption that the y, are independent. So fi and 9, are correlated 
due to the common seeds. For OLS we add to ( 3 . 4 )  

A A 

-2 COV ( j , ,7,) ( 3 . 8 )= - 2 x : b J ,  COV (y- , ,  pi). 
with the Q X ( n - 1 ) matrix 

and the ( n  - 1 )-dimensional vector 
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It is tedious but simple to prove that ( 3 . 8 ) holds. Note that if 6,,, = 0 with i # h then 
( 3 . 8 ) vanishes indeed. For EGLS we use ( 3 . 6 )and, because of ( 2 . 7 ) ,we replace W-, in 
( 3 . 8 )by 

A 
which ignores the random character of cov ( y - , ) .  

Cross-validation implies that (3.7) is computed for each i value ( i = 1 ,  . . . , n ) . (Short-
cuts for the computations in cross-validation are given by Atkinson 1985.) This yields n 
standardized prediction errors that are dependent. even if seeds are not common. Therefore 
we use the well-known Bonferroni inequality; that is, we test the maximum of the n 
individual errors t ( , ,at a significance level a / n  (whereas the F statistics in equations 
(3.1 ) and ( 3 . 2 )are tested at a ) , and we reject the regression model if 

max to ,  I > tgi-if"', 
I <i-cll 

where the factor 2 is needed because it is a two-sided test (note the absolute value). Also 
see Miller ( 198 1 ) .  

Note.  In deterministic simulation, cross-validation is an attractive approach. Instead 
of studentizing the error and applying Bonferroni's inequality, we "eyeball" relative pre- 
diction errors $ , / y ,  (see Kleijnen, Rotmans, and van Ham 1992).  

3.3. Conj'idence Intervals ,for /3, 

Regression analysis can be used for two related purposes, namely prediction and sen- 
sitivity analysis. Predictive regression metamodels provide faster responses than compli- 
cated simulation models do. Sensitivity analysis is necessary to validate the simulation 
model, to answer managers' what-if questions. and to optimize the simulated system. 
The emphasis in this paper is on sensitivity analysis. One reason is that this analysis 
guides data collection. that is. additional data should be collected for important factors. 

From Rao ( 1959, p. 5 3 )  we derive the following exact 1 - a two-sided confidence 
interval for the EGLS estimator of the individual regression parameter 0,: 

A A 
where 2; = ( m- 1 )  - ( n- Q ) .  6 ( & )  = {var ( D l ) ) ' I 2  with var ( D l ) computed from ( 2 . 9 ) .  
and F = F,,-Q,,,,-,,, as given by ( 3 . 1 ) .  

Kleijnen ( 1988, p. 6 3 ) proposes the following confidence interval for EGLS provided 
the number of replications m is large: 

We relate this interval to ( 3 . 1 3 )as follows. The factor 6 ( & ) in ( 3 . 1 3 )is defined by ( 2 . 9 )  
for all m > n .  But if m is large, then the factor t ;I2 with 2; = ( m - 1 ) - ( n- Q )decreases 
to za I2 .Finally. for large in the factor in square brackets decreases to 1. Obviously ( 3 . 1 4 )  
is tighter than ( 3 . 1 3 ) is. Note that as m goes to infinity, both confidence intervals go to 
zero in length, as is to be expected ( 6 ( B J )goes to zero because of the factor m in equa- 
tion ( 2 . 9 ) ) .  

For the OLS estimator, Arnold ( 198 1, p. 343) gives the exact confidence interval 

where 6(B1)follows from ( 2 . 8 ) .We shall use a Monte Carlo experiment to examine the 
confidence intervals ( 3 . 1 3 )and ( 3 . 1 4 )for EGLS. and (3 .15) for OLS. 
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Note. We refer to Miller ( 1981 ) for a lucid expos6 on "per comparison" and "ex- 
perimentwise" error rates (also see Kleijnen 1975, pp. 526-53 1 ) .  We are interested in 
per comparison error rates for individual regression parameters PI,not in experimentwise 
error rates for the set of parameters p.  If we were interested in confidence intervals for 
the set, we could simply replace cr by a / Q i n  (3.13),  (3.14),  and (3 .15) .  We could also 
replace (3.13) by equation (4.10) in Rao (1959) rather than his equation (4.4),  if this 
new equation gives shorter confidence intervals than (3.13) does. 

4. Statistical Design of Monte Carlo Experiment 

We use a Monte Carlo experiment to estimate the performance of the various pro- 
cedures. Such an experiment is warranted for the following reasons. The validation test 
(3.12) uses Bonferroni's inequality, which suggests conservatism; it is not known, however? 
how much the power is affected. The simple confidence intervals for individual EGLS 
estimators 6in (3.14) are asymptotic: for which m values do these intervals hold? The 
confidence intervals (3.15) for the OLS estimators 6,may have smaller expected lengths 

A 
than Rao's intervals ( 3.13) have. (EGLS uses an estimated covariance matrix, cov ( y ) ,  
which yields a nonlinear estimator. Only if cov ( y )  is known, Generalized Least Squares 
is certainly better than OLS is.) Moreover, we shall investigate the "robustness" of the 
various statistical procedures; that is, in a second experiment the responses j j , ,  are no 
longer normally distributed (see (2 .3 ) ) .  

We quantify the "performance" of the various procedures through the following per-
fbrmance ~neasilres . 

( i )  The type I and type I1 errors of the validation tests, namely Rao's F test (based 
on EGLS), Kleijnen's cross-validation test for OLS, and Kleijnen's test for EGLS. 

(i i)  The coverage probabilities of the different confidence intervals per individual 
regression parameter PI, and the mean interval half-lengths. 

We could have generated the observations y,, to which a regression metamodel is fitted? 
through the simulation of queueing and inventory systems. See Van Eijs, Heuts, and 
Kleijnen (1992) for an illustration. However, such an approach is inferior because of 
increased computer time and decreased statistical control over the experiment (see Kle- 
ijnen 1988, p. 69) .  

The values of the performance measures vary with the cases that are defined by the 
number of simulation replications m ,  the covariance matrix cov ( y ) ,  the design matrix 
D and the true model (which together determine the matrix of independent variables 
X ) ?  and the regression parameters p .  Most Monte Carlo and simulation experiments 
use ad hoc methods to specify the design of those experiments. For example, Kleijnen 
( 1983) uses a crude design to estimate the type I and type I1 errors of the validation test. 
We apply a systematic approach to select the following experimental factors and their 
levels. 

A 
Factor 1: Number of Sirnillation Replications m . Because cov ( y ) is singular for In 
In ,  we fix the levels of factor 1 at m = n + 1, n + 10, n + 25. and n + 50. We hope 
that as In increases. asymptotic formulas hold. Kleijnen, Cremers. and Van Belle ( 1985) 
suggest that the covariance matrix for EGLS in (2.9) applies for 1% 2 25. 

Factor 2: Variance Heterogetzeitjj. We quantify the variance heterogeneity through 

d = max (u, ) /min ( o i ) .  (4.1) 
1 I 

We consider only two levels for this factor: d = 1 (constant variances; then OLS is 
optimal) and d = 10. The magnitudes of the variances should be fixed relative to the 
magnitudes of the regression parameters /3 (see Factor 5 ) .  So without loss of generality 
we fix the average standard deviation at the value one; that is, 
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We sample the n - 2 intermediate variances uniformly between min ( a , )  and max ( a ,  ) .  
This gives 

- min ( a , )  + max (a; )  
a = 

2 

The last three equations yield a unique solution for min (cJ,), namely 2 / (  1 + d ) . We 
randomly assign the n standard deviations to the responses that correspond with the n 
combinations in X. This procedure results in Table 2; the values for n will be discussed 
under Factor 4. 

Factor 3: Correlation ~lilagnitude. Originally we intended to report on cases with 
constant and varying correlation coefficients, respectively. Our intermediate results, how- 
ever, showed that both patterns gave the same results (even if the correlation coefficients 
are constant, their estimates vary). Therefore we report only on the simplest pattern, 
namely constant correlation coefficients p. The magnitude of p is fixed at three levels: p 
= 0.0, 0.5, and 0.9. 

h'ote. ( i )  We assume that common random numbers yield positive correlations. 
(i i)  A high correlation coefficient might yield a singular estimated covariance matrix 

A 
cov (y ) ;  in our experiment, however, this never happened. 

(iii) Even though the correlation coefficients are constant, the statistical methods of 
the preceding section do not assume such a specific pattern. 

The Factors 2 and 3 determine the covariance matrix cov ( y ) .  For example, level 1 of 
Factor 2 yields a; = 1 and level 1 of Factor 3 means p = 0.0; so the OLS assumptions 
hold. Nevertheless we can apply EGLS, which in this case is expected to be less efficient. 

Factor 4: Matrix of Independent Variables. Most simulation users apply a regression 
model that falls into one of the following three classes (also see Kleijnen 1988, p. 69).  

( a )  First-order polynomial with main effects PJ ( j  = 1 ,  . . . , k )  and overall mean Po: 

( b )  First-order polynomial augmented with two-factor interactions PJ,  where j < g 
and g = 2, . . . , k. So if E(y,  H,) denotes the regression model under H, of (4.4),  then 
we get 

( c )  Second-order polynomial, which includes quadratic effects P,, and assumes that 
all k factors are quantitative (otherwise the model cannot be interpreted): 

The user may assume that only main effects are important (H,),  whereas the true 
regression model (which is unknown to the user) shows two-factor interactions (H),), 

TABLE 2 


Stcindard De\.icirions u, It'iii~ i = I ,  . . . ,n U%en cl = max (u,)/min (u,) = 10 
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possibly combined with quadratic effects (H, ) .  Let Qo denote the number of regression 
parameters in the model assumed by the user, and let QI  denote the number of parameters 
in the true model. In the Monte Carlo experiment we generate observations J:,,- through 
the true model with Q = Ql; the user applies a validation test with Q = Q0 (the user 
does not know e l ) .  To  estimate the type I error, we must make the true model and the 
user model coincide. We then take the simplest model; that is, we reduce Ql  to Q0 rather 
than increase Q0 to Q l .  When estimating the type I1 error, we make the user model a 
subset of the true model: Q0 < Ql. So we do not study such specification errors as "x, 
should be log xi" (wrong scale) and "factor j is ignored completely" (Pix,, and Pi,qx,,x,,y 
are missing). Our assumption is traditional in the experimental design literature. 

We consider four levels for this factor; different levels correspond to different design 
matrices D and concomitant matrices of explanatory variables X. For k = 1 the user's 
model follows from (4.4);  that is, H,: E ( y , )  = Po + P l x l  so Qo = 2. The true model 
cannot follow from (4.5) since no interactions are possible. The true model is given by 
(4.6) or H,: EO:,) = Po + Pix, + P l l x f  and QI = 3. The user might estimate the two 
parameters in E(y, I H,) from only two observations. But then no validation test is possible 
(since there are no degrees of freedom for the numerator of the test; there is a perfect fit; 
n - Q0 = 2 - 2 = 0 in equation (3.1 ); and X L,X-, is singular in equation (3.5)).  
Therefore we assume that the user takes n = 3, and n - Qo = 1 for Rao's test. Cross- 
validation also applies, but the OLS and EGLS estimators (B-, and &,) coincide, since 
X-, is a square matrix. So n = 3 yields a design "matrix" D = (-1, 0, 1 ) ' ;and thus 

X.= [ i  i ] = [ ; ! D l  and Xc = [ i  - 3 = [ X o j  , (4.7) 

where the last column of X, is the square of the preceding column. Obviously, in the 
procedures of $3 we use X = X,. 

Taking k = 2 gives H,: E ( y ,) = Po + P Ixi + P2x, 2 .  We select a 22  design, namely 
the combinations 1 through 4 in Table 3. Rao's F test applies with n - Qo = 4 - 3, and 
cross-validation applies with 6-, = &,. For the estimation of the type I1 error it is not 
important how many independent variables are ignored, only their total effect matters 
(see Factor 5 ) .  Therefore we add the two-factor interaction ( P l z x I x 2 )  to the first-order 
model; we do not need to consider a second-order model with PIlx: and P 2 2 ~ ; .  

We also wish to study cases where OLS and EGLS differ. Therefore we augment the 
22  design with the "central" design point ( x ,  = x2 = 0 ) ,  which yields n = 5. Finally we 
extend the design to a "central composite" design ( n  = 9 ) .  So for k = 2 the three matrices 
of independent variables (factor 4 )  are summarized by Table 3. (For k = 1 we selected 
only one matrix X, in (4.7).)  

Factor 5: True Regresszon Parameters. When we estimate the type I errors of the 
validation tests, the user model and the true model must be identical, and the magnitudes 
of the regression parameters do not matter. Therefore we take 0, = 0 with J = 1, . . . , Q 
( Q  = Qo = Q1) .  When we proceed to estimate the type I1 errors of the validation tests, 
the magnitudes of the ignored regression parameters become important. We select a 
srngle ignored parameter such that the estimated power exceeds zero but is smaller than 
one so that the power differences among the various tests become clear. For k = 1 we 
take P I  = 0.5 in (4.6);  for k = 2 we select P I2= 0.5 in (4.5) (remember that Z = 1; as 
m increases, the power increases). So "Factor" 5 is kept constant and is not really a 
factor. 

Note. For cases simpler than we study, the exact power can be derived; see Neter, 
Wasserman, and Kutner ( 1985, p. 547), and Odeh and Fox ( 1975, p. 3 1 ) .  

Factor 6 :  The Nomznal a Values. We fix the a value in the validation tests at 0.20: 
Bonferroni's inequality is conservative so relatively high values are used for a (see Miller 
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TABLE 3 


Afatris oflndeperldent lVaricrbies,/or I< = 2 F(~ctor:r. 

Combination 2o x, sz I S,X? 

198 1 ) . We fix the a value in the individual confidence intervals at 0.10. So "Factor" 6 
is constant. 

Altogether the first four factors specify 96 cases (96 = 4 X 2 X 3 X 4 ) .  In the Monte 
Carlo experiment, we perform 100 independent ~nacroi.eplicationsof each case. Note 
that, for each case, there is a specified number m of independent replications of each 
design point combined with specified values of the variance heterogeneity parameter d ,  
the correlation p, and the design matrix X ;  and there are 100 independent macrorepli- 
cations of that case in our overall Monte Carlo performance evaluation of the metamodel 
validation and estimation procedures. The Monte Carlo experiment with the validation 
tests gives estimators of the probabilities oftype I and type I1 errors. The type I probability 
estimator has a binomial distribution with one parameter equal to 100 and-if the val- 
idation procedure is exact-another parameter equal to a = 0.20. The type I1 probability 
estimator is also binomially distributed with one parameter equal to 100 and another 
parameter that increases as the ignored p parameter increases (see Factor 5 ) .  Hence the 
standard errors of the estimated probabilities of the type I and type I1 errors never exceed 
(0.5 X 0.51 100)'" = 0.05. With Rao ( 1959, pp. 56-57) we assume that the user computes 
confidence intervals for individual parameters P, only if the regression model passes the 
validation test. If the user model is specified correctly, we expect to estimate coverages 
and mean half-lengths from 0.80 X 100 = 80 macroreplications ( a  = 0.20). If the user 
model is misspecified. then high power (low probability of type I1 error) means that we 
estimate coverages and mean half-lengths from only a few observations. We do include 
the latter results, because it shows what happens if the user misspecifies the regression 
model, the validation test does not detect this misspecification. and the user proceeds to 
compute confidence intervals. 

The pseudorandom nzlrnber generator is the standard subroutine provided by the Nu- 
merical Algorithms Group (NAG)  in the United Kingdom, which is very popular in 
Europe. This generator is a multiplicative generator with multiplier 13 " and modulus 
259 .The four levels of Factor 4 (which specify n )  are made to give independent results 
so that the risk of a "funny" seed is eliminated; within each level the same seed is used 
(but the total number of pseudorandom numbers varies with ~ n ) .  

In another Monte Carlo experiment we estimate the robustness against departures 
from normality. Such a robustness study is useful because in practice simulation-generated 
responses are never exactly normal. There are many types of nonnormality. We study 
lognormal and uniform distributions for the errors e for the following reasons. The 
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skewness and excess kurtosis of the particular lognormal distribution specified by (4 .8)  
are sufficiently pronounced to capture the nonnormality effects commonly encountered 
in practice; see, for example. $4.2 ofSullivan and Wilson ( 1989). At the opposite extreme 
from the skewed. leptokurtic distribution (4.8),  the uniform distribution (4 .9)  is an 
example of a symmetric, platykurtic distribution. These two distributions in some sense 
span the range of commonly occurring alternatives to normal behavior. The errors el 
still have zero expectations, variances a: (Factor 2 ) ,  and correlations approximately p 
(Factor 3 ) .  Multivariate lognormal errors are generated by 

where e denotes the base of the natural logarithms, and the z, are n -variate normal with 
zero means, unit variances, and constant covariances p ; the resulting skewness and kurtosis 
of the el are 6.18 and 1 10.94, respectively; see Johnson and Kotz ( 1970, p. 1 15).  Mul- 
tivariate uniformly distributed errors e, are generated by 

where @ denotes the standard normal distribution function. Then the skewness and 
kurtosis of the el are 0 and 1.8 respectively. In the second experiment (4.8) and (4.9) 
replace (2.3 ) . 

To save time we limit the robustness experiment to a subset ofthe 96 cases investigated 
in the first set of experiments. Factor 1 (number of simulation replications rn) is limited 
to the two extreme values. m = n + 1 and m = n + 50. Factor 2 (variance heterogeneity 
d ) is still studied at its two levels, d = 1 and d = 10. Factor 3 (correlation magnitude p )  
is studied only at its two extreme levels: p = 0.0 and p = 0.9. Factor 4 (matrix of inde- 
pendent variables X ) is limited to its maximum size, which is more realistic: k = 2 and 
n = 9 (see Table 3 ) .  We study all eight combinations of the first three factors. 

These eight combinations are simulated for lognormal and uniform distributions besides 
normal distributions. We use the same pseudorandom numbers when we sample from 
these three distribution types. These numbers differ from the first experiment. 

5. Monte Carlo Results 

5.1. Model Validation 

To save space we do not present results for all 96 cases (all cases are presented in a 
working paper, Kleijnen 1990). We display results for the eight cases that are also studied 
for robustness. 

Table 4 gives the estimated type I error probability and power under normality (Table 
6. first part, gives additional observations, using a new seed). The experiment with k 
= 2 and n = 9 yields different OLS and EGLS estimates in cross-validation, but these 
differences do not affect the estimated type I error probability and power significantly. 
For example, the last number in Table 4 is 0.25, which is the estimated power for d = 10. 
p = 0.9, m = 59, and EGLS cross-validation; switching to OLS gives an estimated power 
of 0.30. Actually we conjectured that EGLS would give better power. if the OLS as- 
sumption cov ( y )  = n21does not hold and the covariance matrix is estimated from many 
simulation replications. The explanation may be that the intercept estimator is less ac- 
curate in EGLS (see $5.2). 

Rao's (exact) validation test has estimated type I error probabilities that indeed do 
not significantly deviate from the nominal 0.20 value, which suggests that our computer 
program has no bugs. Cross-validation uses Bonferroni's inequality, which is indeed 
conservative in the majority of the 96 cases (only in the experiment with k = 2 and n 
= 9 do the estimated type I error probabilities sometimes exceed the nominal value a 
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TABLE 4 

E.iiirnnird Tjpe I Error Piobnbilii! iiiiri Po)i,ei.oJ'T/!ree I'alirluiion T~si.r./i~rjVoiriza1 DisiiiOiciioiis* 
k = 2 ; n = 9  

Type I error 
probab~l~ty Power 

Method 0 0.9 0 0.9 

117 = 10 

KLEIJNEN-OLS 0.15 
0.13 0.19 0.17 

-EGLS 0.35 0.31 0.38 0.65 
0.42 0.55 0.49 10 

R i O  0.14 0.13 0.29 0.78 1 
0.16 0.1 I 0.30 0.67 10 

KLEIJNEN-OLS 0.13 0.16 0.20 0.68 I 
0.16 0.1 I 0.20 0.30 10 

-EGLS 0.12 0.14 0.19 0.70 I 
0.20 0.05 0.30 0.25 10 

* LeCyerld: 
ni = n ~ ~ n i b e rof simulation replications (Factor I). 
cl = variance heterogeneity (Factor 2). 
p = correlation coefficient (Factor 3). 
h = number of factors in sim~llation (Factor 4). 
n = number of factor combinations in sirnulation (Factor 4) 

= 0.20). A co~lservative test implies low power; Rao's validation test has higher power 
in most cases. 

Positive p values do not affect the estimated type I error probabilities in cross-validation. 
So the extra term given in (3.8) through (3.1 1 ) is adequate. Positive correlation improves 
the power of the validation tests. 

Obviously a high response variance creates so much noise that the power is low, even 
if p is high. Note that the type of simulation model determines the magnitude of the 
correlation p, created by common seeds. Even if that magnitude is small (but positive), 
it does not hurt the statistical tests. So with little effort, more power might be gained. 

As the number of replications m increases, the power of Rao's validation test increases. 
Kleijnen's test does not clearly show this desirable behavior. 

5.2. Confrde~ice Intervals for Individzinl Regressiori Pararnefers 

Table 5 gives estimated coverage probabilities, mean half-lengths, and standard errors 
of estimated mean half-lengths of 0.90 confidence intervals for individual parameters PI 
(Table 7 gives additional observations on coverages under normality). These intervals 
are computed only ifthe validation test does not reject the user's model. So the estimates 
in Table 5 are computed from fewer than 100 Monte Carlo macroreplications. 

The EGLS confidence intervals of (3.14) hold only asymptotically: for small m the 
coverage probability turns out to be much too low. The OLS intervals of (3.15) are exact: 
even for small m the coverage does not deviate significantly from the nominal 0.90 value. 
Rao's EGLS confidence intervals of (3.13) show correct coverages; in some cases they 
are wider than the OLS intervals are. For simplicity's sake, however, confidence intervals 
for the individual regression parameters PImay always be based on the EGLS point 
estimates 6,which are also used in the validation test. 

As p increases, the mean half-length decreases, except for the intercept. This result is 
explained in Kleijnen ( 1987, pp. 172-173). 



TABLE 5 


90% C'onjidencc~ Incnvii!.~ f i ~ r  I~~dividirillRegression Par.ul?~eler.s , ( j  = 1 ,  . . . , Qo) 

in E.~peri171(~~t !< )villi = 2, n = 9 

No Specificat~on Error Misspecified Model 

0 0.9 0 0.9 

177 = 10 

RA 0  

Po 
Coverage 0.9 1 0.90 0.89 0.88 
Half-length 1.13 3.21 1.14 3.63 

(std. err.) (0.48) (1.57) (0.52) (1.58) 

Coverage 0.93 0.9 1 0.74 0.58 
Half-length 0.73 0.6 1 0.77 0.65 

(stand. err.) (0.3 1) (0.30) (0.36) (0.33) 

P I  
Coverage 0.92 0.9 1 0.88 0.90 
Half-length 0.96 0.3 1 0.94 0.33 

(std. err.) (0.48) (0.15) (0.45) (0.16) 

Coverage 0.93 0.88 0.92 0.84 
Half-length 0.68 0.29 0.74 0.32 

(stand. err.) (0.3 1) (0.14) (0.34) (0.16) 

Coverage 
Half-length 

(std. err.) 

Coverage 0.89 0.9 1 0.85 0.93 
Half-length 0.80 0.35 0.83 0.39 

(stand. err.) (0.35) (0.16) (0.39) (0.18) 

OLS I 
Coverage 
Half-length 

(std, err.) 

Coverage 0.9 1 0.9 1 0.89 0.9 1 
Half-length 0.70 1.73 0.70 1.72 

(stand. err.) (0.18) (0.42) (0.19) (0.41) 

Coverage 
Half-length 

(std. err.) 

Coverage 0.93 0.9 1 0.94 0.93 
Half-length 0.53 0.35 0.54 0.35 

(stand. err.) (0.13) (0.09) (0.13) (0.09) 

Coverage 
Half-length 

(std. err.) 

Coverage 0.9 1 0.9 1 0.92 0.93 
Half-length 0.80 0.27 0.79 0.27 

(stand. err.) (0.20) (0.07) (0.20) (0.07) 
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TABLE 5 (coiii 'd) 

l i o  Specificat~on Error Misspecified Model 

KLEIJNEN-EGLS I 

Po 
Coverage 0.42 0.4 1 0.45 0.49 
Half-length 0.32 0.85 0.31 0.85 

(std. err.) (0.13) (0.36) (0.14) (0.34) 

Coverage 0.55 0.47 0.22 0.06 
Half-length 0.20 0.15 0.19 0.15 

(stand. err.) (0.08) (0.06) (0.09) (0.06) 

Coverage 
Half-length 

(std. err.) 

Coverage 0.47 0.34 0.33 0.25 
Half-length 0.18 0.08 0.18 0.07 

(stand. err.) (0.08) (0.03) (0.08) (0.03) 

P 2  

Coverage 0.34 0.42 0.35 0.40 
Half-length 0.24 0.08 0.23 0.09 

(std. err.) (0.09) (0.04) (0.09) (0.04) 

Coverage 0.38 0.37 0.35 IHalf-length 0.2 1 0.09 O0.203 0 
(stand. err.) (0.09) (0.04)M7 = j 9  (0.09) (0.04) 

Coverage 
Half-length 

(std. err.) 

Coverage 0.90 0.84 0.44 0.00 
Half-length 0.32 0.19 0.32 0.20 

(stand. err.) (0.05) (0.03) (0.05) (0.04) 

8I 

Coverage 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.86 
Half-length 0.50 0.16 0.50 0.17 

(std. err.) (0.08) (0.02) (0.08) (0.04) 

Coverage 0.90 0.9 1 0.89 0.64 
Half-length 0.37 0.13 0.38 0.13 

(stand. err.) (0.06) (0.02) (0.06) (0.03) 

P 2  

Coverage 0.9 1 0.9 1 0.94 1 .OO 
Half-length 0.5 1 0.16 0.5 l 0.16 

(std. err.) (0.07) (0.02) (0.08) (0.04) 

Coverage 0.90 0.92 0.84 0.88 10 
Half-length 0.42 0.15 0.42 0.16 

(stand. err.) (0.07) (0.02) (0.07) (0.03) 
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TABLE 5 (cont 'd)  

No Specification Error Misspecified Model 

oLS i 

Coverage 
Half-length 

(std. err.) 

0.92 
0.55 

(0.08) 

0.90 
1.60 

(0.24) 

Po 
0.94 
0.54 

(0.08) 

0.9 1 
1.59 

(0.33) 

Coverage 
Half-length 

(stand. err.) 

0.93 
0 64 

(0.09) 

0.93 
1.61 

(0.23) 

0.93 
0.64 

(0.10) 

0.96 
1.61 

(0.26) 

Coverage 
Half-length 

(std. err.) 

Coverage 
Half-length 

(stand. err.) 

0.94 
0.49 

(0.07) 

0.92 
0.32 

(0.05) 

0.94 
0.49 

(0.07) 

0.93 
0.32 

(0.05) 

Coverage 
Half-length 

(std. err.) 

0.90 
0.48 

(0.07) 

0.93 
0.15 

(0.02) 

8 2  

0.90 
0.48 

(0.07) 

0.94 
0.15 

(0.03) 

Coverage 
Half-length 

(stand. err.) 

KLEIsNEN-EGLs 

0.94 
0.73 

(0.10) 

0.9 1 
0.24 

(0.03) 

0.94 
0.73 

(0.10) 

0.89 
0.24 

(0.03)

I 
Coverage 
Half-length 

(std. err.) 

Coverage 
Half-length 

(stand. err.) 

0.85 
0.29 

(0.04) 

0.83 
0.17 

(0.02) 

0.34 
0.28 

(0.04) 

0.00 
0.17 

(0.03) 

10 

Coverage 
Half-length 

(std. err.) 

Coverage 
Half-length 

(stand. err.) 

0.84 
0.34 

(0.05) 

0.84 
0.11 

(0.02) 

0.83 
0.34 

(0.05) 

0.5 1 
0.12 

(0.02) 

10 

Coverage 
Half-length 

(std. err.) 

0.86 
0.45 

(0.06) 

0.87 
0.14 

(0.02) 

8 2  

0.86 
0.45 

(0.07) 

0.93 
0.15 

(0.03) 

1 

Coverage 
Half-length 

(stand. err.) 

0.89 
0.38 

(0.06) 

0.88 
0.14 

(0.02) 

0.80 
0.37 

(0.06) 

0.77 
0.14 

(0.02) 
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5.3. Roh~isfnessuf LWernmodel Validairon Tesfs and Confidence Inrervals 

Table 6 gives the estimated type I error probability and power for different distributions. 
The results for normal distributions supplement the results in Table 4. For lognormal 
responses, only Kleijnen's OLS cross-validation test gives acceptable type I error 

TABLE 6 

Robicstricss: Esi~riiacrri Tjpc~I Error Probiihilicy rrrid Po11 er 

Normal Responses 

Type I Error 
Power

Probability 

Method 0 0.9 0 0.9 

rn = 10 

RAO 0.25 0.2 1 0.3 1 0.58 I 
0.23 0.18 0.35 0.35 I0 

KLEIJNEN-OLS 0.20 0.20 0.27 0.63 1 
0.19 0.14 0.24 0.29 10 

-EGLS 0.35 0.37 0.46 0.76 I 
0.47 0.27 

rn = 59 
0.59 0.47 10 

RAO 0.24 0.23 0.30 0.83 I 
0.22 0.29 0.48 0.56 10 

KLEIJNEN-OLS 0.20 0.13 0.29 0.79 I 
0.18 0.16 0.31 0.35 I0 

-EGLS 0.21 0.19 0.3 1 0.78 I 
0.18 0.17 0.50 0.36 10 

Lognormal Responses 

KLEIJNEN-OLS 
0.25 0.50 

-EGLS 0.26 0.52 
0.62 0.82 0.77 

RA 0  

KLEIJNEN-OLS 

-EGLS 

Uniform Responses 

RA0 

KLEIJNEN-OLS 

-EGLS 

RAO 

KLEIJNEN-OLS 

-EGLS 



TABLE 7 

Roblistrzess: Co~merage yfEsiirnaied 90% Conficlence Intervnl 

Normal Responses 

No Specification Misspecified 

Error Model 

0 	 0.9 0 0.9 P 

RAO: Normal 

Rao: Lognormal Responses 

Rao: Uniform Responses 



TABLE 7 ( con t 'd )  

No Specification Misspecified 

Error Model 

OLS: Normal Responses 1 

OLS: Lognormal Responses 

0.89 0.90 0.9 1 0.89 
0.96 0.87 0.97 0.9 1 
0.96 0.88 P2 0.94 0.93 
0.97 0.92 0.98 0.93 I0 

OLS: Uniform Responses 



TABLE 7 (cont 'd)  

N o  Specification Misspecified 

Error Model 

Kleijnen-EGLS: Normal Responses 

d-

Kleijnen-EGLS: Lognormal Responses 

Kleijnen-EGLS: Uniform Responses 
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probabilities in all eight cases. For uniform distributions, Rao's test remains acceptable. 
To explain these results we first consider Table 7. 

Table 7 gives estimated coverage probabilities. For normal distributions the results 
again supplement Table 5. Rao's coverage results for lognormal distributions are clearly 
unacceptable; for example, for m = 10, d = 1, and p = 0.9 the estimated coverage of the 
90% confidence interval for Po is only 35%. OLS gives good coverages in all cases. The 
asymptotic EGLS formula (3.14) remains unacceptable. For uniform distributions, Rao's 
confidence intervals have coverage probability close to the expected nominal value of 
0.90; so do the OLS intervals. Half-lengths of confidence intervals have already been 
discussed for the normal case. For lognormal distributions their comparison is not relevant 
since the coverage probabilities are unacceptable for EGLS; only OLS intervals are ac- 
ceptable. For uniform distributions results are similar to the normal case. Data on average 
half-lengths and their standard errors can be requested from the author. The robustness 
results may be explained as follows. Estimated means and variances are independent 
only under normality, as Mathai and Pederzoli ( 1977) prove. So it is simple to show 
that. for normal errors. EGLS remains unbiased. It is also easy to prove that OLS is 
unbiased for any error distribution with zero expectation. To test the null-hypothesis 

we use the t statistic with 99 degrees of freedom (because of the 100 macroreplications): 

6- PJ 
t99 = ,,

{ var (BJ)/ 100) ' I 2  

The hypothesis in (5.1 ) specifies that the estimator BJ is unbiased. We perform a two- 
sided test at cr = 0.05 so the critical value is t&'025 = 1.984. Only if the distribution of 
BJ is symmetric do the mean and median coincide. To study the median. we formulate 
another null-hypothesis: 

To test this hypothesis we count the number of times the event oJIPJ occurs in the 100 
macroreplications. This number (say) b follows a binomial distribution with parameters 
100 and 1 under Hoof (5.3).  We approximate this distribution through the normal 
distribution with mean 50 and variance 25. Dividing b by 100 gives the estimated prob- 
ability P(BJ 5 PJ), which is displayed in Table 8. If this is lower than 0.4 or higher than 
0.6, we reject Ho in (5 .3) .  Table 8 demonstrates that the OLS estimators are indeed 
unbiased, even though they are skew distributed with medians larger than means. The 
EGLS estimator of the intercept Po is biased, with a median smaller than the mean. This 
explains the low coverage in Table 7. 

TABLE 8 

~Cfeiinand 11Jeclicin ofEstimaieii Distribliiion yfPJ Esfiinciiors /br Lognorinnl Errors 

( p  = O , d =  1,in = 10) 

* Significant at 5% (based on 100 macroreplications). 
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Note. For j = 0, 1, and 2, the OLS estimator 0, is a linear combination of as many 
as n m = 90 responses (which are lognomally distributed), so the Central Limit Theorem 
might be expected to apply. Actually 6,is not normally distributed for j = 0, 1 and 2. 

Since EGLS yields a biased estimator of Po,  the regression model estimates the expected 
simulation responses with bias. This bias explains the high type I errors in the lognormal 
cases of Table 6, for the two methods that use EGLS. 

6. Conclusions 

If comrnon pseudorandom numbers are used in a simulation experiment, then the 
simulation data may be analyzed through the regression model y = X P  + e with a 
nondiagonal covariance matrix cov ( y ) .  The regression parameters 0 can be estimated 
through Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) or through Estimated Generalized Least 
Squares (EGLS) . 

The specified regression metamodel can be validated through Rao's F test for lack of 
fit or through Kleijnen's cross-validation test. If the simulation responses are normally 
distributed, then Rao's test is better; that is, it has higher power while it preserves its 
nominal probability of type I error. Under lognormality, only cross-validation based on 
OLS gives acceptable type I errors. For uniform distributions, Rao's test remains ac-
ceptable. If common seeds produce high correlations, the power of the validation test 
increases. 

Once the regression model is validated, confidence intervals for the individual regression 
parameters 0, may be computed. Under normality, Kleijnen's confidence intervals for 
EGLS estimates 4are valid only for large numbers of simulation replications. The con-
fidence intervals of(3.13)based on Rao's procedure have approximately the same coverage 
probabilities and mean half-lengths as the OLS confidence intervals of (3.15 ) have. Since 
the EGLS point estimates are needed for Rao's validation test, the user may stick to 
Rao's confidence intervals for 0,. Under lognormality, only OLS gives good coverages; 
the EGLS estimator of the intercept Po is biased. For uniform distributions, Rao's con-
fidence intervals remain correct, and so do the OLS intervals. In all cases common seeds 
decrease the confidence interval half-lengths, except for the intercept P o .  

These conclusions are based on an extensive Monte Carlo experiment that considered 
the number of simulation replications m ,  the variance heterogeneity max a, /min a , ,  the 
correlation magnitude p, and the matrix of independent variables X.' 

I Ben Annink (graduate student) performed the Monte Carlo experiments of $5, and helped to finalize the 
experimental design of $4. The Departmental Editor (Jim Wilson) and two anonymous referees provided 
comments on the original manuscript that led to a drastic change of presentation and contents. 
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